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LOVE ONE ANOTHER: ENCOURAGE ONE ANOTHER  

 

Read  1 Thessalonians 4:17–18 
 
Ros and I are doing a Te Reo course through Carey College.   I 
have to confess we are not very good at it.    Last week  the 
tutor introduced some discussion time.    And he set some 
ground rules for the discussion by introducing  two words. 
Whakamana    “whaka”  means to bring.                                
  “mana”   means dignity, status.                       
Whakaiti.   “iti”  means small.                                                  
So in discussion you can bring dignity and mana to the person 
or you can make someone small.  (the kiwi  “tall poppy 
syndrome” of pulling down someone)     I thought this was 
fantastic concept.  How we discuss something can enhance 
the mana of someone or it can decrease the mana and make 
small. 

I thought of this as we come to our 2nd message this week in 
our love one another series –  “encourage one another.”  
Encouragement one writer said is the oxygen in the life of the 
church.      That’s pretty serious.  We can’t breath without 
oxygen.  On high mountains you get sick with low oxygen.      
So they are saying the encouragement keeps the church alive 
and healthy.  Starve someone of oxygen, and eventually they 
die.   Another writer calls encouragement  the maintenance 
ministry of the church.   If you run your car and never get it  
serviced, sooner or later it will break down.      Maintenance 
is essential to keep things going.   So without encouragement 
the church will break down.  

We read of the one another command in 1 Thess 5 :11.   Also 
in  Hebrews 10:24–25,   2 Corinthians 13:11,  Romans 12:7–8    

There are  some people who just seem to have a gift of 
encouragement.   Debbie Veale was one.    She was 
constantly encouraging me in my leadership here.   But she 
encouraged many people.    For many it is not our gift but is 
something we have to work on.  But  we can’t claim “ Well I 
don’t’ have the gift so I am excused.”     We all have a role to 
encourage one another. 
 
Why is this encouragement  so important?  
 
We face challenges to live in a broken world.   In this world 
you will have many trials and sorrows  says Jesus.    But take 
heart, Jesus encourages.  I have overcome the world.   John 
16:33 
 
We live in a society that is increasingly moving away from 
Biblical values.   So we are under pressure to conform to 
standards that are not of God.  Standards around sexual 
morality,    language, selfishness,  greed for example.  
 
We live in a broken world with climate disasters, and wars.   
We live in a world where we get sick and our bodies and wear 
out. We live in a world where often our plans falter and our 
dreams die.    We are promised suffering (1 Pet. 4:12), 
persecution (John 15:20; 2 Tim. 3:12), and trials of various 
kinds (James 1:2-3). 

Without encouragement people feel unloved and forgotten 
and faith falls away.     People get discouraged and give up.  
We need reminders of who God is what he has done and 
what is to come.     Encouragement is not just complimenting 
someone on their nice top and lovely scones.     It is about 
encouraging them  “in the Lord.”  

There is a beautiful story found in 1 Samuel of Jonathon 
encouraging David.   God had promised David the kingship.    
But the reality was he was chased like a criminal by  King 
Saul.   Saul was insanely jealous and tried multiple times to 
kill David.  The thing about Bible stories is we know how they 
end.   We know that David becomes King.   But David did not 
know that  as he constantly was forced to move from place to 
place to avoid being captured.   He knew what God had 
promised but it must have felt far from reality.    Jonathan 
comes and  encouraged him to stay strong in his faith in the 
Lord.   (1 Samuel 23:15–18, NLT) 
 
Biblical encouragement focuses us not on how great we are.   
It encourages us to remember God afresh.     Paul when he 
instructs the Thessalonians to encourage one another is 
doing so in the context of talking about Christ’s return.         
Look, he says,  remember that Christ is king and he is going to 
return.      At the moment all you might see is persecution 
and hardship.    But one day this is all going to end.   
Remember that.        That is encouragement.   It focusses us 
on God, and what he has done and what he is gong to do.  It 
focuses us on the character of God. 
 
The verb used to encourage in this passage is in noun form 
the word used to describe the Holy Spirit as our helper.       So 
encourage means to comfort to cheer up, to speak in friendly 
way.    The Holy Spirit is described as an encourager – an 
empowering presence in our lives.     
 
How do we go about encouraging someone. 
 
#    We need to notice.      Often we are not good at that as 
we are so wrapped up in our own world.   We need to notice 
someone is struggling, or someone  is serving faithful or what 
a person is doing something well 
 
#  Think about what way might encourage them.    Most of 
you are familiar with the concept of love languages.   That is, 
we each have different ways we receive encouragement and 
love.    They are  Gift giving,  words of encouragement,   acts 
of service, time, touch.    
 
I keep a file of notes I have received that have encouraged 
me over the years.   Sometimes when I am feeling down, I 
pull those notes out and re read them.      I could not have 
done this role for so long with out the words of 
encouragement of others.      I could easily have given up 
discouraged and beaten down.     But people have come 
alongside me and spoken words of encouragement to me.      
There is a friend of mine who I don’t see very often who 
seems over the years of having a knack  of ringing or texting 
me just when I need it.    It has happened so often  now I 
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don’t believe it is an accident.  He is hearing God’s nudge.    It 
is the only way I can explain it.   
 
# Affirm something specific    i.e. a      character trait or       
faithfulness in a particular service role or using a spiritual gift.  
The main way that we know what our spiritual gifts are is.   
we  through the affirmation of others.    You can do all the 
surveys and tests in the world, but unless it is confirmed by 
others, it is not a spiritual gift.     You might claim you have a 
gift of prophesy, but unless other people recognize that, then 
you don’t.   You are just deluding yourself  
 
# Telling someone you are praying for them can be an 
encouragement.     Asking God each day to put someone on 
your heart who you could encourage is a great thing to do.    
 
# Use Scripture to remind them of God’s character and plans.  
 
#  Encourage with your own story  of God working in tough 
times.    This needs to be done carefully because sometimes 
we like hearing our own story more than we like listening.     
Listening is a great form of encouragement – to truly listen to 
someone.   
 
# By being an example.   Sometimes how we live out our faith 
encourages others to be more Christlike.        Encouragement 
is not just about making a person feel better.   It is about 
encouraging a person to follow Jesus more closely and to be 
a better Christian.     Our actions and example can encourage 
others to press deeper into God.    
 
 
In July last 2021 we began demolition for the building work 
that is happening next door.    Lots of people turned up for 
the first week.   We ripped down walls, and pulled up carpet.   
There was dust and  mess everywhere.      And lets face it 
demolition is fun.    There were lots of people who came to 
help demo.    You don’t need a lot of skill to do demolition.   It 
took about 10 weeks and we had everything demolished. 
 
But it took a lot of skill to build what we  happily demolished.   
Skilled builders took months to build what we ripped apart.   
And it has taken the builders months to rebuild  the new Hub.    
 
The reality is that it is easy to tear people  down with our 
words    Words have the power of life and death says the 
writer of Proverbs.    Our words can so easily wound and 
discourage and demolish.     It is not hard to do.       But to 
build up takes skill and patience and time.      
 
Are  you a builder or a demolisher?       That is the difference 
between someone who encourages vs someone who 
criticizes.      Are you going to build up those around you this 
week or are you going to pull down those around you.    Are 
you going to “whakamana”    build up their mana or are you 
going to “whakaiti.” bring them down and make them small,. 
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R E FL E C T I O N +  D I SC U S S I O N  

#  Think of a time when you have been encouraged by 
 someone.      
 
# What times in life do we espeicaly need encouragement?     
 What kinds of people are most in need to 
 encouragement? 
 
#  How does encouragement function as the maintenance 
 ministry of the church? 
 
# The sermon lists a number of ways we can encourage 
 people.   What are some other ways that you have 
 given or received encouragement. 
 
# Why are Kiwi’s so keen on put downs and not on praise?   Is 
 our style of humour a problem? 
 
# Share with the group the best way that someone could 
 encourage you? 
 
# Ask God to bring one person to mind and do something to 
 encourage them before the end of the week.   
 Report back next week on what you did.    
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